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^^Introduction

This report describes the geology and mineral showings of 

the Shaw Creek Property owned by Asarco Exploration Company of 

Canada Limited. It covers claims P217798, P217800, P307486, 

P307487, P308510, P308511, P308512, P308514', P313347, P313348, 

P313349, P313350, P313351, P313352, P313353, and P313354.

The property is situated 7 miles south-southeast of South 

Porcupine. It is accessible by an all-weather gravel road from 

the Town of South Porcupine. It is bordered on the north east 

by patented homesteads, on the south by an Inco claim group and 

on the west by three old patented lots.

The geological mapping on the property was performed by the 

author U. Abolins, and R. L. Brown of Asarco with the able assistance 

of D. Langley and L. Knowlton during the last two weeks of October. 

The lines were cut by a Jean Alix crew. Two grids were cut, BL-A 

at N570E and BL-B at due N. Base line A covered the whole claim 

block while base line B was put in to cover the eastern most 

part of the claim block in order to check on some unusual N-S 

regional trending geologic and magnetic features. The lines are 

at 400 foot spacings.

Asarco acquired the property during the later part of the 

summer of 1971 and commenced work on it in October. No old 

picket lines were observed on the property. Numerous old claim 

posts were found and these generally were lacking claim tags. 

A series of old muskeg roads were found but these were believed 

to belong to lumbering crews as the area in the higher ground 

had been logged over many years ago. Some old trenches were found, 

but most of' these appeared to have been blasted during the gold 

rush days. One set of trenches exposed a mineralized shear zone 

and it appeared that a pack sack drill hole had been put down 

through the shear zone. We know nothing of the details, of this 

hole.

The area is generally low lying with the western part con- l 

sisting of an open spruce, cedar and alder swamp. The eastern 

most section is very slightly higher with a few rises of less
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than 10 feet. This eastern section is one of mixed bush with 

some tagalder and scrub swamps. The higher ground has been log 

ged over, but some patches of mature trees were still observed.

The area is drained by several large streams, with major 

drainage flowing south east. Both Shaw Creek in the south west 

corner and the large stream in the north east corner flow into 

the Redstone River.

Bedrock exposure is poor, generally below 5%, with a few good 

outcrop clusters in the central eastern most part of property.

General Geology

All bedrock on the property is Precambrian. All rocks 

except for one Proterozoic feldspathic dike are of Archean Age. 

In general these rocks are andesitic in nature with some siliceous 

oxide iron formation intercalated or contained in 'the andesites. 

The andesites are intruded by a small quartz diorite mass in 

the north east corner of the property. The rocks are generally 

only slightly altered (except for one shear zone) and appear to 

have been folded to a slight degree.

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

CENOZOIC

Pleistocene and Recent: Boulder clay till, sandy 

clay, clay
Unconformity

PRECAMBRIAN

PROTEROZOIC

Acid Intrusive Rocks: Feldspathic dike rocks 

Intrusive Contact

ARCHEAN

Mafic Intrusive Rocks: Quartz diorite



Intrusive Contact

Basic and Intermediate Volcanic Rocks: Andesite, massive 
amygdaloidal, variolitic, chloritized, carbonitized, 
tuffaceous. 
Iron Formation

Iron Formation

The iron formation is of the magnetite variety. It ranges 
from finely bedded (less than l mm.) to coarsely bedded (more 
than l ft.). The magnetite varies from massive pure beds to 
finely disseminated in a cherty to quartzitic matrix. Some 
reddish jasper like beds were also observed. Where the iron 
formation has been sheared the magnetite occurs as grains in a 
mica-chlorite matrix.

The magnetite iron formation occurs as whole outcrops .or 
more usually as small pods in andesite outcrops. These andesites 
are usually quite massive and amygdaloidal.

Basic and Intermediate Volcanic Rocks

All the volcanic rocks are of an andesitic nature. They 
are fine grained to medium grained, massive, amygdaloidal, vario 
litic, chloritized, carbonitized, and tuffaceous. They are a medium 
green-grey to a dark green colour on the fresh surface and weather 
to a light buff green colour. The amygdules are of white calcite 
and smoky quartz. The calcite amygdules generally show good 
cleavage and range in size up to h inch. The quartz amygdules 
appear granular and are usually less than 1/10 inch and are 
not as abundant as the calcite amygdules. Some scattered vario- 
lites of quartz and feldspar were also observed. The chloritized 
andesites are of a dual nature, as chlorite schists or as chlorite 
porphyroblasts. Some andesites were found to be carbonitized, 
with up to 8 * iron carbonate, generally as lenticular phenocrysts 
i/20 - 1/10 inch in length. A few outcrops around the shear 
zone displayed a tuffaceous nature in that they were more granular 
and dirty in appearance and that a few traces of a bedded habit
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could be visualized. Andesite tuffs could also very readily 

explain the sheared rocks with some pyrrhotite streaks and lenses. 

No pillowed andesites were observed but several outcrops did 

display a nature which could be described as a pillow rim breccia. 

Sulphide content is low, and is rarely more than 1/2S; pyrite 

which occurs as well formed, wine skin, cubes. Only one outcrop 

was found to carry some 5% - 8* pyrrhotite mineralization as 

scattered patches.

Mafic Intrusive Rocks

Only one mafic intrusive rock was found on the property, as 

a small cluster of outcrops, of quartz diorite. It is fine to 

medium grained, ophitic, slightly carbonitized, and carrying 

trace to 5%, less than 1/10 inch opalescent blue quartz eyes. 

A ground magnetic anomaly is associated with this intrusive.

Acid Intrusive Rocks

One 2 foot wide feldspathic dike was encountered during the 

mapping. It has a strike of N25OE and is slightly cross-cutting 

a slightly schistose amygdaloidal andesite. It is a light buff 

grey colour on the fresh surface and a buff on the weathered. It 

is fine grained, and contains a trace of pyrite as cubes, about 

I'fc a brown to greenish mica, with less than 2% quartz, and some 

5% of a carbonate.

Pleistocene and Recent

A thick mantle of proglacial lacustrine clay and sandy 

clay, covers large areas of the property. Drainage is therefore 

poor and extensive wet swamps are common. The clay is presumably 

from glacial Lake Ojibway which covered a large part of Ontario 

and Quebec during the Pleistocene.

On the eastern part of the property some boulder clay till 

was evident along the streams and some of the outcrop edges.
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'Structural Geology

The schistosity in the andesites and the bedding in the 

iron formations varies from N30OE - N50OE with dips in both NW 

and SE directions. No pillows were observed to determine tops 

and no tops could be readily determined from the iron formations. 

The schistosity generally was very slight except for one major 

shear zone. The regional geology maps show the trend of the rocks 

to be in all directions, although the major trend appears to 

be slightly NE of east-west

Both the geology and the ground magnetics indicate small 

lenses of iron formation. Whether they are disjointed due to 

faulting could not be determined. The andesites carry very small 

isolated pods of iron formation which further complicated the 

picture. A few small folds were observed in the iron formations..

Three large faults are believed to cut across the township. 

The Montreal River Fault which runs NW-SE just to the north east 

of the claim block. The Shaw Fault just to the south west of the 

claim block, running in a north curving east-west direction could 

very easily be the cause of the shear zone on the property. The 

third fault The Burrows-Benidict Fault a north-south structure 

is located well to the west of the claim block.

Economic Geology

Very little geology was found to be remotely indicative of 

any economic interest. Some very old trenches were found/ appar 

ently from the gold rush days, with no apparent reason for the 

trench visible. Allerston found some pyrrhotite and magnetite 

iron formation in a shear zone and therefore trenched this area.

The trenches of the shear zone on BL-B at 4N consist of two, 

twelve foot long, two foot deep trenches and two pop holes. It 

appears that there could have been an old pack sack drill set-up 

on the shear zone. The outcrop area is very boulder rubble strewn 

so that it was impossible to delineate any sulphide zones or 

contacts. The twelve foot trenches with a ten foot separation 

(giving a total width of approximately 24 feet) contained the 

shear zone. It consists of an extremely sheared-out andesite, 

now an iron gossan chlorite schist with pods of magnetite iron 

formation.
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The magnetite iron formation when sheared-out consists of a 
magnetite mica-chlorite schist. Some pyrrhotite rich zones as 
streaks, blebs, and small lenses, of 5 - 8?, pyrrhotite with no 
visible base metals were observed.

Throughout the rest of the property no sulphide mineraliza 
tion except for very rare patches of pyrite were encountered. 
The only base metal occurence observed was in a calcite amygdule 
with a chalcopyrite core.

The magnetite iron formation certainly is too erratic and 
to low an iron content to be even considered.

Recommendations

The basic rock type conditions for the formation of a 
sulphidized nickle deposit on the property were met, but no 
EM conductors were observed in the proper contact areas. 
Therefore no further work is recommended.

Uldis^g^ii-tfpF. Eng.
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Introduction

During the month of October and November 1971 electro 

magnetic and magnetic surveys were conducted over a group of 

claims optioned to Asarco Exploration Company of Canada Ltd. 

by R. E. Allerston. The property is located in Shaw Township, 

District of Cochrane, Ontario. The surveys were carried out 

by a geophysical crew from Asarco, our two grid system 

designated 'A 1 and 'B 1 . This report discusses the results 

obtained over Grid 'A 1 .

Results of the surveys are shown on the maps accompanying 

this report. 

Summary and Recommendations

Ground magnetometer and electromagnetic surveys were 

carried out over the claim group discussed in this report. 

The magnetometer survey indicated that the property is under 

lain by volcanics. On the east side of the property the magnetics 

suggest that a number of bands of iron formation are to be 

found. A small dyke is indicated across lines 8E and 12E north 

of the base line.

The V.L.F. electromagnetic survey did not indicate any 

conductors of major significance although a number of cross 

overs were recorded.

From the geophysical data available from this survey, it 

is recommended that no further work be undertaken at this time. 

However if it is decided to carry out further exploration, it 

should be in the form of another type of EM survey to check 

the cross-over obtained by the V.L.F. system.



Property, Location and Access

The property discussed in this report consists of a group 
of 16 contiguous mining claims, located in Shaw Township, 
Porcupine Mining Division, District of Cochrane, Ontario. 
The claims are further designated as follows:

P 217798

P 217800

P 307486 and P 307487
P 308510 to P 308512 inclusive
P 308514

P 313347 to P 313354 inclusive.

The claims are located approximately 12 miles south-east 
of the Town of Timmins and are readily accessible by road. A 
location map is shown in the Appendix to this report.

Instrument and Survey Data

The surveys were conducted over previously established 
line grids. Lines cut at 400 foot intervals and oriented 
approximately north-west were established across all the claims. 
Grid A. Another smaller grid was established on the east 
side of the property (Grid B) with lines cut in an east-west j ' 
direction. Grid 'A' contained a total of 11.7 . miles of grid 
lines and base line, while Grid 'B' had a combined total of 
4.6 miles. A map showing the relationship of the two line 
grids is attached as an Appendix of this report.

The magnetometer survey was carried out using a Scintrex 
MF-1 fluxgate magnetometer. This measures variations in the 
vertical component of the earth's magnetic field to an accuracy 
of iO.5% of the full scale- Readings were taken at 100 foot 
intervals along the picket and base lines for a total of 648 
stations covering 11.7 miles of line on Grid A.

The electromagnetic survey was carrid out using a Crone 
Radem V.L.F. receiver operating on the Seattle, Washington, U.S.A. 
transmitter frequency. This instrument measures (1) dip angles
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^ in degrees from the horizontal of the magnetic component of 

the V.L.F. field. Detected by minimum on the field strength 

meter and read from an inclinometer with a range of  80O and 

an accuracy of   ^o . (2) Field strength of the magnetic 

component of the V. L. F. field. Measured as a percent of 

normal field strength established at a base station. Accuracy 

  2%.
On Grid A, 10.6 miles of line were covered reading 556 

stations.

Discussion and Results

The magnetometer survey results over Grid A, which covered 

the whole claim group, indicated no major anomalous condition, 

although a number of small discrete magnetic 'highs' were recorded 

The property appears to be underlain by volcanics, particularly 

to western portion. Towards the eastern boundary a number of 

magnetic anomalies, identified with high and low readings, were 

located, these are more than likely due to short bands of iron 

formation, as they show high magnetite concentrations. However 

one anomaly located across lines 8E and 12N of the base line, 

appears to be due to a small dyke, sooner than iron formation 

as the magnetics show a different pattern.

The data obtained from the Radem survey does not indicate 

the presence of any significant conductor. A number of minor 

cross-overs were located during the survey of Grid A., however 

only one of these show any continuity- the majority being one 

line anomalies only. This one two line anomaly located north 

of the base line or lines 8W and 12W coincide with the magnetic 

anomaly thought to be due to a small dyke. Prior to making 

any predictions about this anomaly it would be advisable to 

check it using a different technique.

Although one anomaly of 400 foot length was indicated 

it does not seem likely that the geophysical results obtained
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have brought forth any suggestion of massive sulphides in 

economically significant amounts within the surveyed area 

down to the depth limitations of the equipment used.

bmitted,





\ \ - ;'- \ ! v. -r-j-X——V
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t Introduction

During the month of October and November 1971 electromagnetic 
and magnetic surveys were conducted over a group of claims option 
ed to Asarco Exploration Company of Ca-ada Ltd. by R. E. Allerston. 
The property is located in Shaw Township, District of Cochrane, 
Ontario. The surveys were carried out by a geophysical crew 
from Asarco, over two grid systems designated 'A' and 'B 1 . This 
report descusses the results obtained over Grid 'B 1 , which covers 
five claims of the original group.

Results of the surveys are shown on the maps accompanying 
this report.

Summary and Recommendations

Ground magnetometer and electromagnetic surveys were carried 
out over the five claims discussed in this report. The magneto 
meter survey indicated that the property is underlain by volcanics 
with a number of short bands of iron formation.

The V.L.F. electromagnetic survey did not indicate 
any conductor of significance.

From the geophysical data available, it is recommended 
that no further work be undertaken at this time.

Property, Location and Access

The property discussed in this report consists of a group 
of 5 contiguous mining claims, located in Shaw Township, 
Porcupine Mining Division, District of Cochrane, Ontario^ 
The claims are further designated as follows:

P 217798
P 217800

P 307486

P 308510

P 308512
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These claims are part of a 16 claim group under option 

to Asarco.
The claims are located approximately 12 miles south-east 

of the Town of Timmins and are readily accessible by road. 
A 

location map is shown in the Appendix to this report- 

Instrument and Survey Data

The surveys were conducted over previously established 

line grids. Lines cut at 400 foot intervals and oriented approx 

imately north-west were established across all the claims. 

Grid A. Another smaller grid was established on the east side 

of the property (Grid B) with lines cut in an east-west 

direction. Grid 'A 1 contained a total of 11.7 miles of grid 

lines and base line, while Grid 'B 1 had a combined total of 

4.6 miles. A map showing the relationship of the two line 

grids is attached as an Appendix of this report.

The magnetometer survey was carried out using a Scintrex 

MF-1 fluxgate magnetometer. This measures variations in the 

vertical component of the earth's magnetic field to an acc
uracy 

of iO.5% of the full scale. A further 254 stations on 4.6 

miles of line were required for Grid 'B 1 .

The electromagnetic survey was carried out using a Crone 

Radem V.L.F. receiver operating on the Collins, Colarado, 
U.S.A. 

transmitter frequency. This instrument measures (1) dip angles 

in degrees from the horizontal of the magnetic component o
f the 

V.L.F, field. Detected by minimum on the field strength meter 

and read from an inclinometer with a range of  800 and an 

accuracy of   ho . ( 2) Field strength of the magnetic component 

of the V.L.F. field. Measured as a percent of normal field 

strength established at a base station. Accuracy   2%. 

dependent on signal. (3) Out of phase component of magnetic 

field, measured as percent of normal fi^eld strength. Accuracy 

± 2 %.
On Grid B, 221 stations were read covering 3.8 miles of line.
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Discussion of Results

The surveys carried out over the claims discussed in this 
report cover five of the claims that were reported on previous 
ly when discussing the surveys over Grid A which extended 
over the whole property. These surveys covered the claims 
along the eastern boundary of the property, with the base line 
being oriented 33O north of the Grid A lines. Results of this 
shift in orientation is noticeable in the contouring of the 
magnetic survey. As the stations of the grids are different, 
the reading variates considerably, due to the iron formation, 
therefore the contouring pattern differs. However the general 
picture is the same, in that the magnetics show the area to 
be underlain by volcanics cut by a number of short bands of 
iron formation.

The V.L.F. survey data did not indicate any significant 
anomalous conditions.

From these surveys it is only possible to conclude that 
no suggestion of sulphide in economically significant amounts, 
within the limitation of the equipment used, was indicated.

Respectfully submitted,

E. B.1 

EBN:Ip
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imhnifW(g) Asarco Exploration Co. of Canada

Author of Report E. B. Nicholls_________________
Suite 2300, 44 King St. W., Toronto l, Ont. 

Oct. 20/71 - Dec. 8/71_____
(linccutting to office)

4.6 Grid B

SPECIAL PROVISIONS
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 

1 additional survey using 
1 same grid.

DAYS 

— Flprlrnmagnrtir /4 0 j

— Maornefometer 1 *0 l/ t

—Radiometric ^r.....
-Othpr

Geological

fJrnr.hrrnir.al

S

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

_____ Radiometric .———.
(enter days per claim)

PATR- Dec. 8/71 srr,NATiiRF,.
Author of Report

PROJECTS SECTION 
Res. Geol. —
Previous Surveys1^

Qualifications.

by. .date.

Approved by— .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

.Approved h}'

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

. p................21.7.7.?.8.
(prefix) (number)

.P......,,...,.3p7486.

•o

TOTAL CLAIMS__l



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS 
Number of Station.: Magnetic 648 
Station interval 1QO feet ̂ ^—.^ 
Line arin 400 feet

EM 556 Number of

parng

Magnetic 648 
E. M. 1668

Profile scale or Contour intervals EM 2Qfe per inch
(specify for each type of survey)

Magnetics 5QQ gammas

MAGNETIC 
Instrument Scintrex Fluxgate MF-1

Accuracy - Scale ™nctsnt ± Q.5% of full scale -—-—-—^.——-—^-.--—--—-,.-
Diurnal correction ™ PthnH Check into base station at regular intervals
Base station loratinn O * 0 0 on Line 16W of Grid A _________^______

ELECTROMAGNETIC
Instrument Crone Radem V.L.F.
Coil configuration 
Coil separation o± h ( in phase) ± 2 \ ( field strength) ±2% (out of phase)
Method: 
Frequency

Parameters 
GRAVITY 
Instrument
Scale constant
Corrections made

13 Fixed transmitter D Shoot back 
18.6 Hz. Collins, Colorafla

D In line O Parallel line

(specify V.L.F. station)
Dip angle, field strength; out-of- phase component

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy.
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY
Instrument—————^—^.————^—....—.—
Time domain 
Frequency 
Power n--—--

Frequency domain. 
Range ̂ ^^^^——.

Electrode array^— 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode.
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ADAMS

3085(4

LOCATION MAP

sandy cfat/sof/

li sffrtdt/c/ay
mixed' fasti

fioc/fafer c/at/ti//

SVMEOLS
3/334"

outcrop 
outcrop

igj top unknown 

Schistosity, (ind/ned, vertica/)

lunc/ary 
pos/tson

g. astern

ancfspruce
s a rt dy c/ay P.30S5H C/a/sn number

Swampy, /ow*fy

, tsf/hsc&on of f tow
intermittentCONJC.1E

CONC.TI

P- 3OBSI-2

3I334& LEGEND

7/, sandy c/ay, ofay

U KJ COKJCJQglvl I*TV

T. 1392O - ACID IMTgOSfVg

i-i^ Fz/dspctthfc. c/ike

AeCHEAN

of open spruce SMW/np COKJTACT 

BASIC ^ IMTEgtvlEP/ATE'VOU^NJfC
spruce

ct/t/erpatcfas

xi\ P-313350 P. 313343

3074 SG

T- (332

spruce, a/afers

/f, sandy eby

30771O
P. 30Z7D7P. 3077/5

i R 30-7708
4. F. 307709 

l

TORONTO OFFICE ASARCO

&EOLOGICAL COMPJLAT/OM 
SHAW CEEEk: PI3OPECTY 

ALLERSTON CLAIMS

File SHAW

PROVINCE

DISTRICT

TWP.

N.T.S. 42 A G

42A06NE0343
ATTACHMENT
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P308512.

LEGE1ND

XNSTft.UtviE.NiT—CRONE

BASE STXriO*4-GRJO*A.*

-L-t-, i ,

OUT OP PHKSE.-

P 307AS7

ASARCO EXPLOR/KTION CO.OPCA.N CTO.
ONlT,

CREIEIK PROPERTY
SURVEY

G wo
SHAW TWP,



r: \\\f-.*^-*'rfirwFV!F7Wt".' ana
1 ' " ' ' , ' ' " - ' ''". "f 'K "W 'f " Su " ' - - - 'i-SiS.L ^*/'/:,-

P5I3T3W

P Si SOT

*-* P 5^3351

P308SIO

LEGEND

- SHKR.PC:

SA.SE

A.CCURAC.Y OF 

CONTOUR.

P 307481

ASARCO EXPLORAT/ION CO. OF CAN. LTD.
ONT

CREE.K PROPFTTY

,-***' - : . -: ; |;,j

;,-- /f '-S^e' ,,.*'^

^U^: wr**;x- 'SHP ̂ -^affl*. JD-; JMrj ifi-.nr. - iSrw' .1. -' ;a

•^^^^IsL^^^AiafeuiyBiJt-.^E
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